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ABSTRACT19

Solar and wind power are central to Australia’s renewable energy future, which implies an energy sector vulnerable to weather
and climate variability. Alignment of weather systems and the influence of large-scale climate modes of variability risks
widespread reductions in solar and wind resources, and could induce grid-wide impacts. We therefore systematically analyse
the relationship between compound solar and wind droughts with weather systems and large-scale climate modes of variability
over multiple time scales. We find that compound solar and wind droughts occur most frequently in winter, affecting at least five
significant energy producing regions simultaneously on 10% of days. The associated weather systems vary by season and by
drought type, although widespread cloud cover and anticyclonic circulation patterns are common features. Indices of major
climate modes are not strong predictors of grid-wide droughts, and are typically within one standard deviation of the mean
during seasons with the most widespread events. However, the spatial imprints of the teleconnections display strong regional
variations, with drought frequencies varying by more than ten days per season between positive and negative phases of climate
modes in some regions. The spatial variability of these teleconnection patterns suggests that droughts in one region may be
offset by increased resource in another. Our work highlights the opportunity for minimising the impact of energy production
variability by utilising weather and climate intelligence. Exploiting the spatial variability associated with daily weather systems
and the seasonal influence of climate modes could help build a more climate-resilient renewables-dominated energy system.

20

Introduction21

Australia has committed to reducing greenhouse gas emissions to 43% below 2005 levels by 2030, and to achieve net zero22

emissions by 2050 [1]. A key part of this pledge is to increase the share of electricity generated by renewable sources to 82%23

by 2030, up from 36% in 2022. Of the 2022 share, wind power contributed almost 13%, solar photovoltaics (including rooftop)24

provided nearly 15%, hydropower supplied 7%, and the remainder was delivered by bioenergy [2].25

An increasing reliance on renewables means the energy sector is more exposed to variations in the weather and climate26

[3–5]. Wind and solar power are intermittent, governed by complex sub-daily changes in pressure gradients and the movement27

of clouds, respectively [6–8]. Given the importance of solar and wind in transitioning to a renewable energy economy, this28

intermittency will need to be mitigated through technologies such as battery storage systems and dispatchable renewables like29

hydropower [9–12].30

The Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) manages the National Electricity Market, which represents approximately31

80% of the nation’s electricity generation [1]. The AEMO grid connects five regions of eastern Australia with over 40,000 km32

of transmission lines and provides energy to over ten million customers. Thirty-nine Renewable Energy Zones (REZs) have33

been identified by AEMO as opportunities for large-scale investment in renewable energy generation and battery storage [13].34

The location of the REZs, which are spread across the grid, were determined by considering factors such as resource potential35

and grid proximity [14].36

AEMO’s large jurisdiction is an opportunity for building grid resilience through the strategic placement of solar and37

wind farms. Although weather systems are spatially extensive (they typically have a horizontal length scale of 1,000 km or38

more), they bring varying conditions over eastern Australia at any one time [15–19]. Exploiting these spatial differences could39

minimise the variability of electricity generation across the grid by offsetting areas of low production with areas of higher40

production [20–25]. However, the possibility of weather-related grid-wide impacts cannot be ruled out. A combination of41

weather systems could align to concurrently reduce wind and solar energy potential over a large area. For example, there42

is a dynamical link between blocking highs that bring calm conditions over southeast Australia and cloudiness associated43

with tropical cyclones in Australia’s north [26]. Specific to renewable energy, a weather system featuring high pressure near44

Australia’s southwest has been related to low grid-wide supply, although not every occurrence of this weather pattern yields45

substantial reductions [23].46



Studies for other parts of the globe have successfully linked renewable energy supply to particular weather patterns [27–29].47

This can help to guarantee energy security by aiding the design of energy systems and of energy forecast tools. In contrast to48

these studies, the importance of relating weather patterns to grid-wide energy production in Australia has not been systematically49

examined. Whether, or how often, the AEMO grid is at risk from widespread, weather-induced reductions to production is not50

known. Large-scale climate modes of variability could also affect the likelihood of grid-wide supply issues through their role in51

modulating weather systems over Australia. For example, a theoretical optimal set of wind farms would still be exposed to52

substantial interannual variability due to the influence of El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) [25].53

More broadly, the relationship between climate modes and energy-relevant processes in Australia is not well understood. In54

northern and eastern Australia, ENSO may account for changes in wintertime solar energy of up to 10%, with negative ENSO55

phases (i.e. La Niña-like conditions) associated with a reduction in solar energy [22, 30, 31]. Solar radiation also reduces during56

negative phases of the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) in winter [30]. Wind power is negatively correlated with ENSO over much57

of eastern and western Australia [25], implying La Niña-like conditions may enhance wind power generation in the AEMO58

region, but reduce solar potential. Other modes may also be useful predictors of wind and solar resource. For example, the59

Southern Annular Mode (SAM) characterises the meridional position of midlatitude storm track [32–34]. This suggests that the60

SAM could be a useful indicator of wind power variability in Australia, but has not to our knowledge been explicitly examined.61

The relative lack of research on this topic is surprising given such efforts have proved fruitful for other regions globally [10,62

35, 36]. Furthermore, concurrent climate anomalies over large spatial scales (like the AEMO grid) are known to be modulated63

by climate modes [37–43]. A systematic analysis of the impact that climate modes have on Australia’s wind and solar resources64

could be of great value in planning farm locations and for seasonal forecasting of renewable resources.65

We assess the spatial and temporal variability of days featuring low solar and wind energy potential, which we call66

‘droughts’. We limit our assessment to the resource potential, focusing on the physical climate variables i.e. wind speed and67

solar radiation. Previous studies have estimated wind and solar power generation using empirical relationships [4, 28]. However,68

this approach adds a layer of uncertainty due to the many complex factors governing renewable energy production, such as69

plant capacities and operational procedures. Since a major component of our analysis is to identify weather patterns and climate70

modes associated with energy droughts, we prefer to model their relationship with physical climate variables directly.71

We target our analysis on the National Electricity Market, which represents approximately 80% of the nation’s electricity72

generation [1], and we focus on the potential for large scale, grid-wide impacts. This is achieved by analysing the individual73

and simultaneous (compound) occurrence of solar and wind droughts across multiple REZs at the same time. We then identify74

the synoptic processes associated with these events for each drought type. Finally, we examine the role of major climate modes75

of variability in modulating the seasonal frequency of droughts, and discuss the potential for using these climate modes in risk76

assessments. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to systematically analyse the relationship between compound77

solar and wind droughts with large scale weather and climate patterns over a range of time scales.78

Results79

Solar, wind and compound droughts80

Of the 39 REZs, we consider the 36 that have existing or planned capacity for solar or wind power (the remainder are81

hydropower only). Seven REZs are solar only, ten are wind only, and the remaining 19 feature both (Fig. 1a). Using the ERA582

reanalysis product [44], we define a solar or wind drought as when the daily mean solar radiation or wind speed, respectively,83

falls below the 25th percentile of the 1959 – 2021 climatology, which is computed over all REZs. The reason we choose a84

relatively moderate drought threshold is primarily because we also examine compound solar and wind droughts, which we85

define as when a solar drought and a wind drought occur on the same day in the same location (see ‘Methods’). An extreme86

impact can arise as a result of the co-occurrence of multiple events that are not themselves extreme, something that has been87

shown in a European energy context [28, 45].88

There are regional differences in how often solar, wind and compound droughts occur. The seasonal cycle dominates the89

spatial variability of solar droughts, with REZs north of 35◦S affected by fewer droughts than the REZ-wide average, and vice90

versa for southern regions (Fig. 1b). The frequency of wind droughts exhibits a more complex geographical pattern. Western91

regions, particularly in South Australia and Victoria, are less susceptible to wind droughts than eastern regions (Fig. 1c). This is92

due to their exposure to the mid-latitude storm track, which guides regular weather fronts over southern Australia [46]. The93

intensity of these fronts can dissipate as they move across land towards eastern regions. We note that the two offshore wind94

REZs near Sydney stand in contrast to land-based REZs in the East. The comparatively lower risk of wind droughts is due to95

the greater availability and consistency in offshore wind resource compared to onshore [47]. The geographic variability of96

compound droughts is dominated by that of solar droughts (Fig. 1c). As many of the wind- or solar-only REZs are situated in97

the South, only four REZs (three in Tasmania, one in Victoria) display a higher-than-average risk of experiencing compound98

droughts.99
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Figure 1. Study region and drought likelihoods. a Renewable Energy Zones (REZs) coloured according to the energy type
they produce: solar (seven REZs), wind (10) or both (19). Major cities are shown in red. b-d Empirical probability (percentage
of days) of a solar, wind or compound (solar and wind) drought occurring on any day in the year. Only REZs that produce the
relevant energy type are shown. White shading indicates that a solar or wind drought occurs at the same frequency as the
all-REZ average (25%). In d, white shading indicates that compound droughts occur at the frequency expected by chance if
wind and solar were independent (0.252 = 6.25%). e Probability density function (PDF) of the number of REZs that are
simultaneously affected by any drought, with compound droughts counted as single (green) or double (pink). f-h PDFs of the
number of REZs that are simultaneously affected by either a solar, a wind or a compound drought during winter, summer or
autumn. Results for spring are omitted as they are similar to those for summer. Vertical dashed lines indicate the 95th percentile
of the number of REZs in drought per day, which is the threshold used to define widespread droughts.

All three types of drought regularly occur in multiple REZs at the same time. On half of all days, 15 or more REZs100

simultaneously experience a drought of some kind (green line in Fig. 1e). On roughly one in five days, 28 or more REZs101

will experience simultaneous droughts. Compound droughts can have a greater impact on renewable energy generation than102

univariate (individual) droughts, as reductions in energy supply from one energy type cannot be compensated for by another. If103

we assume that compound droughts have twice the impact of univariate droughts, and count them as double, 10% of days have104

historically featured more than 39 droughts across the REZs (pink line). This highlights the vulnerability of the grid to weather105

patterns that have widespread implications for wind and solar resources.106

We find that compound droughts in winter can be more widespread than in other seasons, especially compared to summer107

(purple lines in Fig. f-h). It is not particularly unusual for over five REZs to simultaneously experience a compound drought108

(10% of winter days; Fig. 1f). In contrast, no more than one REZ is affected by a compound drought during 95% of summer109

days (Fig. 1g). This is again a result of the seasonal cycle, with widespread solar droughts common in winter and rare in110

summer (orange lines). The spatial extent of wind droughts is relatively stable throughout the year (blue lines). The main111

difference is a lower likelihood of more than ten simultaneous wind droughts in spring and summer compared to winter and112

autumn.113

Synoptic weather during widespread droughts114

We next examine the synoptic weather conditions associated with widespread solar, wind and compound droughts in each115

season. By ‘widespread’, we mean the 5% of days that feature the greatest number of REZs simultaneously in drought, shown116

by the vertical dashed lines in Fig. 1f-h (‘Methods’).117

Unsurprisingly, widespread solar droughts in all seasons are characterised by anomalously cloudy conditions across eastern118
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Australia (Fig. 2, left column), with many areas up to 55% cloudier than usual. This appears to be driven by moist, on-shore119

easterly flow, guided by an anticyclone in the Tasman sea. In winter, only one REZ, in far North Queensland, does not regularly120

feature in widespread solar droughts (Fig. 2a). In summer, there is a greater variety of REZs that comprise these events (Fig.121

2g). Since the southern REZs are exposed to long daylight hours, widespread summer solar droughts most commonly feature122

the northern Queensland REZs. In this tropical region, summer is the wet season (and so has greater cloud cover) and, being123

closer to the equator, features fewer daylight hours relative to higher latitudes.
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Figure 2. Synoptic weather during widespread droughts. Daily composites of the 5% most widespread drought days by
season. The maps show fraction of cloud cover anomalies (shading), wind speed and direction (ms−1; arrows), and daily mean
2 m temperature anomalies (red contours, starting at ±1◦C and spaced in intervals of 1◦C). Solid contours are for positive
values, dashed contours for negative values. The sample size of each composite is shown in the top left. For wind and solar
droughts, the percentage of days shared with the compound drought composite is shown in parentheses. Bar plots to the right
show the relative frequency that each REZ participates in the widespread droughts that make up each composite, coloured by
state.

124

Widespread wind droughts feature anticyclonic conditions over eastern Australia during winter, spring and autumn (Fig.125

2, middle column). In general, the anticyclone is located over Victoria and New South Wales, with the REZs in these states,126

plus South Australia, being the most affected during widespread drought days. The anticyclonic conditions at the surface are127

supported by anomalously high geopotential heights in the mid-troposphere just south of Tasmania (Fig. S1 in the supplementary128

information). In summer, as with solar droughts, it is the northern REZs that feature most commonly in widespread wind129

droughts (Fig. 2h). The 100 m wind pattern resembles those of the other seasons, but the tropospheric circulation anomalies130

differ substantially (Fig. S1). There is no anticyclonic anomaly near Tasmania, rather a trough extends towards southwest131

Australia. This may help to direct weather systems over South Australia rather than regions further east, explaining the state’s132
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REZs’ relatively infrequent role in summer wind droughts.133

The 100 m winds during compound droughts in winter and autumn look remarkably similar to those during wind droughts134

(Fig. 2c, l versus Fig. 2b, k). The obvious difference between the two drought types (comparing middle and right columns)135

is in the cloudiness of compound droughts compared to wind droughts. The similarity of the wind and compound drought136

composites is particularly notable given they only share 54% and 41% of days for winter and autumn, respectively. In contrast,137

the weather pattern associated with compound droughts in spring differs from that of wind droughts (Fig. 2f). Here, still138

conditions are present across southern Australia. This is potentially due to a southerly displacement of the jet stream as139

evidenced by anomalously high geopotential heights south of the continent (Fig. S1). In summer, widespread compound140

droughts are infrequent, with only 123 days comprising the top 5% of summers in terms of the number of simultaneous droughts141

across REZs (Fig. 2i). The weather pattern exhibits very similar characteristics to widespread solar droughts in the same season142

(Fig. 2g), and these events show the same prevalence of northerly REZs. Furthermore, the atmospheric circulation is similar143

at the surface and at higher altitudes (Fig. S1). Twin anomalous highs are present over southwest Australia and east of New144

Zealand, resulting in light southerly and easterly flow across eastern Australia.145

The regions containing REZs also exhibit anomalies in 2 m temperature during solar droughts (Fig. 2a, left column) and146

during compound droughts in summer (Fig. 2i). This could imply changes to energy demand through household heating147

or cooling requirements. We find that the temperatures in winter are warmer than normal due to the insulating effects of148

increased cloud cover (Fig. 2a). In summer we observe the opposite effect, with cloud cover reducing insolation and therefore149

temperatures (Fig. 2g). In both cases, the presumed effect of these temperature anomalies would be to reduce heating and150

cooling demand, not exacerbate it.151

Large-scale climate associated with droughts152

We now assess the role of three major climate modes of interannual variability – the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO),153

the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) and the Southern Annular Mode (SAM) – in modulating solar, wind and compound drought154

occurrences. We average sea-surface temperature (SST) and mean sea-level pressure (MSLP) anomalies over the seven seasons155

during which the mean number of simultaneous droughts is in the top 10% (‘Methods’).156

We find that widespread solar droughts are accompanied by large scale climate anomalies that implicate ENSO and the157

SAM in some seasons (Fig. 3, left column). In spring and summer, there is a clear La Niña-like signature (Fig. 3d, g). This158

accords with our understanding of the relationship between ENSO and Australian climate, with La Niña typically associated159

with cooler, wetter conditions in eastern regions [48, 49]. In autumn, eastern-Pacific El Niño events may be associated with160

widespread solar droughts, but the magnitudes of the SST anomalies are weak (Fig. 3j). In winter, the SAM could be a key161

modulator of widespread solar droughts. We find substantial negative MSLP anomalies over Antarctica that resemble a positive162

phase of the SAM (Fig. 3a). This implies a poleward shift of the storm track away from Australia which can result in increased163

onshore easterly flow and greater rainfall in the east [48]. Although there is no evidence of the role of ENSO in this case,164

positive phase SAM events during summer can occur more frequently during La Niña events [50, 51].165

Widespread wind droughts are associated with El Niño-like SST anomalies in all seasons except winter, during which166

ENSO is in its neutral phase (Fig. 3, middle column). The main feature during winter is a node of positive MSLP anomalies,167

up to 300 Pa above average, to the southeast of Australia (Fig. 3b). In spring, a band of anomalously high pressure reaches168

across southern Australia (Fig. 3e). In both seasons, these MSLP anomalies may reflect an increase in anticyclonic activity or a169

southerly shift of the storm track. These composites do not implicate the SAM, however, as they do not show negative MSLP170

anomalies over Antarctica, in contrast to what we found for solar droughts (Fig. 3a).171

Finally, we find that widespread compound droughts are linked to ENSO and the SAM (Fig. 3, right column). These172

droughts are associated with a La Niña signature, although the SST anomalies are not as large in magnitude as for solar173

droughts during summer. The signature is, however, present in all seasons except autumn, with the strongest expression in174

spring. Negative MSLP anomalies over Antarctica further suggest the role of the SAM, again in all seasons except autumn.175

These seasons additionally feature positive MSLP anomalies south of New Zealand, which is a feature of wind droughts but not176

solar droughts. This implies that while the large-scale climate associated with compound droughts is most broadly similar to177

that of solar droughts (La Niña-like SSTs and positive SAM MSLP patterns), there are commonalities in the surface circulation178

between wind and compound droughts that help to explain the co-occurrence of cloud cover and weak winds.179

Climate mode influence on drought frequencies180

The composite results implicate ENSO and the SAM in modulating the seasonal frequency of widespread drought occurrences.181

However, this may be misleading. In context of the seasonal climatology, the values of climate mode indices during the seven182

most widespread drought seasons do not indicate a preferred phase. For example, the Niño3.4 index value is within ±1 standard183

deviation of the mean during five of the seven most widespread compound droughts in winter (Fig. 4a). Although the index184

does skew negative for these seven winters, the result shows that not all widespread compound droughts are associated with La185

Niña. However, there seems to be very little chance of these droughts occurring during El Niño conditions.186
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Figure 3. Large-scale seasonal diagnostics. Seasonal anomalies of sea-surface temperature (SST, measured in ◦C; shading)
and mean sea-level pressure (contours, starting at ±100 Pa and spaced in intervals of 100 Pa, with dashed contours for negative
values) composited on seasons during which the seasonal mean number of droughts per day is in the top 10% (seven seasons).
The years that these seasons occurred in are displayed above each panel.

The SAM’s association with widespread droughts is also unclear. We find that only two of the seven widespread solar187

drought winters featured strongly positive values of the SAM index (Fig. 4c). For the other five winters, the SAM is neutral,188

suggesting that the strong MSLP anomalies in the composite (Fig. 3c) are dominated by two winters. During widespread189

compound droughts, there is a clear positive skew in the values of the SAM index (Fig. 4c), but these index values are within190

one standard deviation of the mean in three of the seven winters. The deeply negative MSLP anomalies over Antarctica shown191

in the composite are substantially skewed by the winters of 1998 and 2010, during which the SAM index was 3.4 in both years.192

We note, however, that widespread compound droughts are unlikely to occur during a negative phase of the SAM.193

We draw similar conclusions from our results for other permutations of climate modes, droughts and seasons. The strong194

La Niña-like SST anomalies for solar and compound droughts in spring and summer are not matched by consistent negative195

Niño3.4 values (figures S2 and S3). While the index values do skew negative, three or four winters lie within one standard196

deviation of the mean. The clearest result in favour of ENSO’s role is for solar droughts in summer, with five of the seven197

Niño3.4 values being less than −1.5◦C.198

It is possible that our focus on particularly widespread droughts hides some of the influence imparted by climate modes,199

which exhibit spatially variable teleconnections to surface climate [48]. To investigate this, we examine drought frequencies200

for individual grid cells and compare results between positive and negative phases of each mode. We also consider Australia201

as a whole, rather than only REZs, as this could provide insight into which regions other than REZs might be considered for202

renewable energy planning.203

Each climate mode has a relatively spatially consistent relationship with solar drought occurrences across eastern Australia204

(Fig. 4d-f). La Niña, negative IOD and positive SAM phases are associated with increased solar drought frequencies over large205

areas, in some places in excess of ten days per winter. The greatest effect is seen in New South Wales and southern Queensland.206

In other parts of east Australia, such as Tasmania and far north Queensland, the signal can be close to zero.207

The spatial imprint of these modes’ teleconnection to wind and compound droughts is more variable (Fig. 4g-l). They are in208

general characterised by higher drought frequencies associated with positive phases of each mode in southern Australia (except209

Tasmania) and along the southeastern coastline. Farther north, we find negative phases of the modes are associated with more210

droughts, except in far northern Queensland during positive ENSO. Wind drought frequencies can differ by over ten days per211

season between opposing phases of the climate modes. The differences in compound drought frequency are smaller. This is212

expected given their relative rarity (Fig. 1f), but they can still exceed ten days per season in some parts of southeast Australia213

(Fig. k-l).214

In other seasons, the teleconnection patterns are broadly similar (figures S2, S3 and S4). We briefly discuss the main215
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Figure 4. Climate mode influence during winter. a-c Probability density functions of winter-averaged ENSO (measured by
Niño3.4), the IOD (DMI) and SAM (SAM index). Dashed lines indicated one standard deviation above or below the mean
(zero). Markers indicate the mode index value during the seven winters of spatially-extensive droughts shown in Fig. 3a-c. d-j
Difference in the number of winter drought days between positive and negative phases of each climate mode. A positive phase
is when the index value exceeds one standard deviation above the mean, and vice versa for a negative phase.

differences here. The biggest contrast is that the magnitude of the difference between solar and compound drought frequencies216

during positive and negative mode phases is smaller than in winter. This is due to the overall lower solar drought frequency,217

and hence compound drought frequency, outside of winter. The magnitude of the difference for solar drought frequencies218

is generally less than |10| days per season. For compound droughts the difference is typically less than |5| days per season.219

In summer, the relationship between solar droughts and the IOD is the opposite to during winter, with a positive IOD phase220

associated with more droughts, particularly in the far northeast (Fig. S3). In summer and autumn, the relationship between the221

climate modes and wind droughts is more spatially variable. The eastern seaboard exhibits a negative relationship between222

drought frequency and positive-phase IOD and SAM (figures S3 and S4).223

Discussion224

Our motivation for this work was to assess the risk posed by widespread solar, wind, and compound (solar plus wind) droughts225

to Australia’s largest electricity market, managed by the Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO). We approached this by226

focusing on the synoptic weather patterns and large-scale climate modes of variability that are associated with widespread227

droughts across 36 Renewable Energy Zones (REZs). We believe this is the first study that systematically assesses the role of228

weather systems and climate modes as controls on the frequencies of compound solar and wind droughts.229
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We found that solar, wind and compound droughts can occur simultaneously across multiple REZs on any given day. This230

is in part due to our choice of moderate solar and wind drought thresholds (25% of the all-region climatology). Our results231

showed that there are days with particularly widespread droughts. The seasonal cycle has a strong bearing on how widespread232

solar droughts can be, while the extent of wind droughts changes comparatively little throughout the year. The net result of this233

is a higher exposure to widespread compound droughts in winter due to reduced insolation, although any drought type can234

occur in any season.235

Our analysis showed that the weather patterns associated with widespread solar droughts are different to those associated236

with wind droughts. This accords with the simple assumption that a still day is more likely to be sunny and a windy day to be237

cloudy. Compound droughts do occur, however, and we found that in winter and autumn the weather systems during these238

events resemble those during wind droughts. The significant point of difference is that compound droughts feature much more239

cloud cover. The physical mechanism that explains very similar circulation patterns bringing different levels of cloud cover is240

not clear from our chosen diagnostics, but could relate to ocean temperatures and associated moisture transport [52, 53].241

Widespread solar and compound drought days are associated with surface temperature anomalies. Promisingly, the sign of242

these anomalies implies a reduction in energy demand from heating or cooling requirements. This suggests that widespread243

droughts do not typically coincide with days of high demand, reducing their potential impact on the network. However, we only244

considered changes in daily mean temperature, and ignored factors such as population density. It would be valuable in future245

work to incorporate more tailored demand metrics, such as heating and cooling degree days in major cities, and analyse the246

relationship between these and energy production droughts.247

Finally, we highlighted the resilience of the AEMO grid to three major climate modes of variability – El Niño-Southern248

Oscillation (ENSO), the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) and the Southern Annular Mode (SAM). During seasons featuring many249

widespread drought events, the climate modes often had no preferential phase, and the index values were often within one250

standard deviation of the mean. This is due to the spatial variability of the climate mode teleconnections. The AEMO grid251

spans a large area, with intra-grid regions often opposing in the sign of the teleconnection. The most widespread droughts252

therefore may not be predictable based on the phase of major climate modes. Regional droughts however, such as in individual253

states, may benefit from knowing the current or predicted state of climate modes.254

The geographic variability of these teleconnections is an advantage for the grid. Our work implies that the occurrence255

of ENSO, IOD or SAM events would likely not have implications for the production of solar or wind energy across the256

entire grid. While one or more states may be simultaneously impacted by reduced generation potential, it is likely that other257

areas will not be impacted and may even experience an increase in generation potential. This highlights the opportunity for258

minimising production variability by ensuring adequate provision of facilities in areas that have opposing relationships to259

climate modes [25]. Our results also imply that meeting energy demand with solar and wind power would benefit from a260

hypothetical connection of the AEMO grid with southwest Australia [25]. An east-west split in the teleconnection of climate261

modes on solar production could provide an opportunity for transmitting power from regions of low to high shortfall.262

Ultimately, better understanding the weather and climate processes that govern the variability of renewable energy resources263

can help to prioritise the development of certain REZs, and to manage supply and demand, and hence electricity prices [28,264

54, 55]. Knowledge of the weather patterns associated with renewable energy droughts can be a useful tool in subseasonal265

and seasonal prediction. Climate models are more reliable in their representation of large-scale features such as climate266

modes than for small-scale variables [56]. This can be exploited by ‘bridging’ between model forecasts of climate modes267

and renewable energy-relevant variables, helping the energy sector manage season-to-season resource planning. Successful268

examples of bridging are plentiful in the literature [57–62], and seasonal forecasts of climate modes are routinely used to help269

decision-makers assess the possible risks to their sector [63]. We have provided here a foundation that can help to inform270

renewable energy planning and resource management in Australia.271

Methods272

Renewable Energy Zones273

Renewable Energy Zones (REZs) are regions that have been identified by the Australian Electricity Market Operator (AEMO)274

as having high potential for the development of renewable energy generation [14]. The location of the REZs was determined275

according to estimated wind and solar resource potential plus social and technical constraints including the proximity to the276

electrical network, existing infrastructure such as roads, and population density [13].277

Solar, wind and compound droughts278

We use climate variables derived from the ECMWF ERA5 reanalysis product as proxies for renewable energy resource, with279

wind speed and solar irradiance representing wind and solar power, respectively. Both variables are computed as daily means280

from the hourly ERA5 reanalysis product at a spatial resolution of 0.25◦ [64]. For the period 1959 through 2021, we compute281
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100-metre wind speeds (ms−1) as w100 =
√

u2
100 + v2

100, where u100 and v100 are zonal and meridional 100 m wind components,282

respectively. This level is commonly used to represent the range of typical turbine hub heights [25, 29]. We estimate solar283

energy potential using the mean surface downward short-wave radiation flux (Wm−2). Given the importance of the diurnal284

cycle to energy, we define a day as 24 hours from 1400 UTC, which is equivalent to midnight local time for most of our study285

region. For part of our analysis we compute the average of these variables over grid cells within each REZ, with cells assigned286

to a REZ if their centre lies within the REZ perimeter.287

We define a solar or wind drought as when the relevant climate variable falls below the 25th percentile of its climatology on288

a given day. These thresholds are computed over the entire time period (1959 – 2021) and over all REZs. The threshold for289

wind drought is 4.2 ms−1, and 133 Wm−2 for solar drought. We do not account for zero production arising from wind speed290

exceeding cut-off thresholds (when turbines are shut down to prevent damage). Defining these thresholds using all REZs means291

that drought frequencies can be compared regionally, rather than each REZ being equally susceptible to droughts that are of292

different magnitudes. It also reflects the fact that wind turbines and photovoltaic panels have fixed operational profiles (e.g.293

cut-in wind speeds for wind turbines and minimum insolation requirements for solar panels).294

We define a compound solar and wind drought as a wind drought and a solar drought occurring on the same day in either295

the same grid cell or the same REZ, depending on the analysis — Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4a-c are based on REZ droughts, whereas296

Fig. 4d-l is based on grid cell droughts. If solar radiation and wind speed were statistically independent processes, we would297

expect a compound solar and wind drought to occur with an average frequency of 6.25% (0.252) over all REZs. Here, we use298

the term ‘compound drought’ to describe these events for readability, although according to a typology of compound events, the299

co-occurrence of two events in one location would be classed as a ‘multivariate’ event [65].300

Much of our analysis focuses on widespread droughts across multiple REZs simultaneously. We adopt two metrics for301

identifying widespread droughts, both based on REZ-averaged data (i.e. the average of grid cells within each REZ). First, we302

count the total number of REZs that are in drought each day. We do this separately for solar droughts (for a maximum of 26 per303

day, which is the number of solar-only plus solar-and-wind REZs), wind droughts (maximum of 29) and compound droughts304

(maximum of 19). We define a widespread drought as a day on which the number of REZs in drought is in the top 5%. These305

widespread events are used to generate composite patterns of the atmospheric circulation (Fig. 2). Second, we count the number306

of REZs affected by drought in each season (JJA, SON, DJF, MAM). The top 10% seasons (seven seasons) are used to obtain307

composite Southern Hemisphere sea-surface temperature and mean sea-level pressure anomalies (Fig. 3).308

Weather and climate diagnostics309

We deploy a variety of variables and indices to diagnose the synoptic and large-scale climate associated with renewable energy310

droughts. To analyse the circulation patterns, we use hourly ERA5 data [64, 66] to compute the daily mean (24 hours from 1400311

UTC) 2 m temperature, 500 hPa geopotential height and mean sea-level pressure (MSLP). We also calculate the daytime mean312

(12 hours from 2000 UTC) fraction of total cloud cover. Anomalies of these variables are obtained by subtracting the full-period313

day-of-year mean. We use seasonal averages of MSLP computed from monthly ERA5 data [67], and seasonal averages of314

sea-surface temperature (SST) from the Hadley Centre Global Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature data set (HadISST) [68].315

Although SST from ERA5 is available, we use HadISST because it provides interpolated observations rather than modelled.316

Furthermore, HadISST data are assimilated in ERA5 [44]. The monthly MSLP and SST data are converted to anomalies by317

subtracting the full-period calendar month mean.318

The Niño3.4 index [69] is used to represent ENSO, defined as the SST anomaly averaged over 5oN-5oS, 120o-170oW.319

The Dipole Mode Index (DMI) [70] quantifies the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD), and is the difference between SST anomalies320

averaged over western (10oN-10oS, 50o-70oE) and south-eastern (0o-10oS, 90o-110oE) regions in the Indian Ocean. We321

calculate the Southern Annular Mode (SAM) index from MSLP anomalies as the difference in MSLP anomalies between 40◦S322

and 65◦S [71]. For this, the MSLP anomalies are first normalised by dividing them by the monthly standard deviation. In all323

cases, anomalies are computed by subtracting the full-period calendar month mean.324
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Supplementary information547

Here we provide four figures referred to in the main text. Fig. S1 shows circulation diagnostics (500 hPa geopotential height548

anomalies and mean sea-level pressure) for the 5% most widespread drought days.
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Figure S1. Atmospheric circulation during widespread droughts. Daily composites of the 5% most spatially-extensive
drought days by season. The maps show 500 hPa geopotential height anomalies (shading) and full-field mean sea-level pressure
(black contours). The sample size of each composite is shown in the top left. For wind and solar droughts, the percentage of
days shared with the compound drought composite is shown in parentheses. Bar plots to the right show the relative frequency
that each REZ participates in the spatially-extensive droughts that make up each composite, coloured by state.
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Figures S2, S3 and S4 show the association between seasonal drought frequencies and different phases of each climate550

mode for spring, summer and autumn, respectively.
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Figure S2. Climate mode influence during spring. a-c Probability density functions of spring-averaged ENSO (measured
by Niño3.4), the IOD (DMI) and SAM (SAM index). Dashed lines indicated one standard deviation above or below zero.
Markers indicate the mode index value during the seven springs of spatially-extensive droughts shown in Fig. 3. d-j Difference
in the number of spring drought days between positive and negative phases of each climate mode. A positive phase is when the
index value exceeds one standard deviation above the mean, and vice versa for a negative phase. Note the half-magnitude scale
for compound droughts compared to in Fig. 3.
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Figure S3. Climate mode influence during summer. As for Fig. S2, but for summer.
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Figure S4. Climate mode influence during autumn. As for Fig. S2, but for autumn.
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